3a	ON   PSYCHICAL  ENERGY
specific instinct, as an explanatory concept, since psychical
energy-transformation is not merely a matter of sexual
dynamics. Sexual dynamics is only a special case in a general
theory of the mind. When so regarded its existence is not
denied, but merely given its proper place.
Since the applied theory of energy immediately becomes
hypostasized on perceptual grounds into the forces of the
mind (instincts, affects, and other dynamic processes), the
perceived manifestation of psychic energy is in my opinion
excellently characterized by the word ' libido'; inasmuch
as similar perceptions (Anschattungen) have always made
use of like terms, as, for example, Schopenhauer's ' will',
the horme (opprj) of Aristotle, the ero$ (l hate ' and * love'}
of the elements, or the elan vital of Bergson. From these
concepts I have taken only the graphic or perceptual character
of my term, not the definition of the concept. The omission
of a detailed explanation of this in my earlier book is
responsible for many misunderstandings, such as the accusa-
tion that I have built up a sort of vitalistic concept, or
the like.
With the word' libido ' I do not connedt, as I said, a sexual
definition,1 yet it must not therefore be inferred that I exclude
a sexual dynamism, more than any other dynamism, as,
for example, that of the hunger instinct. In my book,
The Psychology of the Unconscious, I called attention to my
notion of a general life instinct, termed libido, which replaces
the concept' psychic energy ' that I used in the Psychology
of Dementia Pr&cox* In this exposition I was guilty of a sin
of omission in presenting the concept only in its psychological
aspect and leaving out of account the metaphysical side,
the discussion of which appears in the present essay. But
inasmuch as I left the libido-concept wholly in its figurative
1 The latin word libido bas by no means an exclusively sexual
meaning, but the general sense of desire, longing, urge, Detailed
evidence of this appears in The Psyck&t&jgy of tk* lJncon$tiQu$,
pp. 135 a.

